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of Helpless Victims by the Specialists and Family Doctors by Scareing Them Into Needless Operations. "Jj ftartling
Revelation and Confession Ever Made by the Medical Fraternity. It Makes One's Blood Run Cold

They Confess That Many of Our Hospitals Are Veritable Hot Beds of Crime.

Medical Ethics as Binding as the Oath of the Black Hand. While Your Loved Ones" Lives Are Sold to the Highest Bidders. Are They, .Not

Equally Guilty of the Murder? Does Not Their Suppressed Knowledge Make Them Accessories? Scareing; tipple ,r .,

From

EDITORIAL NOTE. The doctors of this are a farce the of their hofele profession, about which they are so fond of The Pf?J" ""J
all right in their deals with one But poor who is in any matter of real ethics, not all. The tning 1' ; j,.'- -

titioner decides that the services of a are needed. He the man. Then he gets a part of the specialists'siees as a cession. This hasjg bet (he coe to'

But it is everywhere. It the cost to the and has even been the cause of In the L stoplwd only by
make for a penal onense. nns tee ana 01 commissions irum uruggun aim uuuci out UOw -- s ---- ---- jry
wiMifflfar Tt's to vou touvj. r rsr .,

itself is certainly

BY ARHO DOSCH.
trouble has come home

ANOTHER It has been sick
and flying in the

dark, and, like most of our other trou
bles, there have teen many scarecrows
set up to keep it froni alighting on. the
perch of pufolic opinion. But even the
doctors, admit now that only the strong
winds which blow off these uplands can
make it welL And the doctors ought to
know, for the trouble lies in the medi
cal profession itself. For years it nas
had a secret disease and the men who
are accused of 'being over-read-y with the
knife have temporized in tfoeir own. case,
when only a radical save
the whole body from corruption. They
'are temporizing yet, but they admit
now there is only one cure possible, and
that is publicity.

ANY
can tell you terrible

stones ot patients who
mishandled

and died at the hands
of unworthy men,
but it's "unethical"

to tell it publicly

And it comes home to us for better
reason. It comes home at that terrify-
ing moment when & dear life lies in ifce
fcollojr of a doctor's hand. It makes no
odds to us that the doctors Iw-v- agreed
we kaow the facts. "We are the inter-

ested ones. We are vitally interested.
There is not a single one of us who

should remain ignorant another moment
of 1kw an honorable courtesy known as
'taiedfoal ethics" has been made the
motif of a farce a curiously sinister
farce, one attended Dy daily tragedies.

The disease is called secret
and The fee is

split between the physician who gets a
case and the surgeon or other specialist
who performs the operation. It ds uni-

versally condemned, 'but nationally prac-
ticed, "it is done behind the patient's
back, and, being discovered, shatters
that fine confidence in the man of medi
cine. Secretly carried on, it cheats all
hands and puts the public at the mercy
of unscrupulous men. It has grown up
in darkness under the cover of "medical
ethics" and has lent itself fed all the cor-

rupting influences that the shifty human
mind has "been capable of inventing.

let this stand as a fact. There is
unlimited proof. Fee-splitti- is becom-

ing so common in this country that the
men who refuse to pass through the
gate which is left open for them are
"beginning seriously to feel the effect. I
liave it from the biggest men in the
profession. 3feny who are the most
capable, the most high minded, with
but a single thought and that for the
life of the patient, are finding their busi-
ness going to charlatans.

This is a moderate statement of the
case. Men whose names carry weight
both in and out of the profession put
it much stronger. The point I wish to
make just here is that, in spite of all
the denials that have been and will be
made, the practice of does
exist to a. very marked oegree.

Why lave not the doctors themselv
done something: afoout it? An answ.
cannot be made a sentence, but
can be said out of hand: The tap-roo- t

to the evil is "medical ethics." But why
should a gentlemanly courtesy projve so
corrupting an influence? Because it re-

fuses to allow light on anything? that
concerns the profession. It is carjried to
absurd lengths. It has oecome aj fetish.
Recently, in an entirely different rela-
tion, it has done much harm Say throt-
tling publicity. Medical quacks were
making capital out of the discovery of
a cure for one of the tworst pf human
diseases, charging extortionate 'rates and
making extravagant claims for it. The
Tjrice of the specific is $3,501 but the
fakers were advertising it at $cW. Anx--

ious to right the wrong, the nbnpcrter
considered the advisabilitv of starting a
counter advertising campaign, stating
the price and warning tfce vic-

tims of the disease that they nseed not
p&y more for it. But previous experi- -
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ences made him fear the medical socie-
ties. "No, no," he thinks they would
have said, "you must not do that. It
would be unethical."

'Medical ethics" grew originally out of
mutual respect. But it cannot be said
that all doctors respect all others. It
is certainly not true today. Any good
dofctor can tell you terrible stories of
patients who have 'been mishandled and
died at the hands of unworthy men, 'but
they tell it to you in confidence, mind
you. It is not "ethical" to have these
things known.

In consequence they leave wide-ope- n

opportunity for anything short of crim-

inal practice- - The out-and-o- quack
they all assail, but the unworthy man,
as .long as he is "etMcal," is protected
by silence. And, .of course, it Ts the
unworthy man 'who will be first secretly
to split fee or do anything else to
get business and make money. IN
THESE DAYS THE CRAFTY QUACK
DOES TIOT ADVERTISE IN THE
NEWSPAPERS. He finds it more prof-
itable to remain "e'thical" and split big
fees.

This is curious twist to the word
"ethics." There is only one standard of
ethics, which we know as Christian eth-
ics, and this soft-hand- ed "medical eth-
ics" has the effect? of nullifying it. The
doctors may think they are doing unto
one another as they would have done to
themselves, but they are not; and the
patient, the one person over whom there
is any real question of ethics, is left en-
tirely out of it. While the doctors bow
and defer to one another most ethically,
he may-die- . Which may seem unavoid--1
able in profession where it is of neces-
sity often case of the best guesser,
but it defeats its own narrow end. It
not onlv leaves the man who is ethical
in the Christian sense bowing and defer- -
ring to the crafty crook who remains
juou Jiumc wic cuuiuii iiuiz unit IJ1L--
der the conditions of modern practice,
it is cheating honest men of their due.

The trouble lies in the way dofctors
are paid. Nowadays the 'big feejs are
going to surgeons and other specialists.

"IF .sqmef mese
things happered to
you, and you dx yours
suffered and

you not feel
like shodting your
family physician?55

qo you

They are, orshould be, men of unusual
ability. Thy come at the dramaticmo-
ment and mlay the spectacular part. It
often rests? with them to save the pa-
tient's lifre. Usually they deserve their
fee and they have not been backward
about syfeking "& traffic will bear."
They djo it quite openly and explain that
the rich must make up to them for the
unendung charity woric they are called
uponi to do. Their veiy openness dis-

arms criticism and the rich pay. But
fchre rich are comparatively scarce and
ochers also find themselves compelled to

ay, ana dj vne Time i?ney 'nave signea
the check, there is not much left with
which to compensate the family physi-
cian who has the responsibility of the
case, brings the patient Tip to the point
of operation and tends him back to
health. This often makes it almost im-

perative for the physician, in order to
get paid at all, to dicker with the spec-
ialist whom ibe calls into the case.

A secret deal is always menace, and
secret deal over man at death's door

6eems, at first glance, well nigh inex-
cusable But that is not the worst of
it. It opens the way to much more
crooked deals. One of these, probably
more common than we can imagine, is
explaihed in Colorado Medicine in an
editorial showing the effects of secret

on the younger members
of the profession:

"With poorly paying practice on the
one hand and rich 'bait of 50 percent of
the fees dangling within easy reach on
the other," says the medical paper,
"THEY SOON BEGIN TO STRAIN A
POINT AND URGE OPERATIONS
WHERE OPERATIONS ARE

IT BECOMES EASY TO
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SAY, IF YOU ARE NOT OPERATED
ON, YOU WILL DIE.' WHEN A PHY-
SICIAN SENDS A CASE TO SUCH A

SPECIALIST,
THE NECESSITY FOR THE OPERA-
TION HAS OFTEN BEEN EXAGGER-
ATED SO AS TO MAKE SURE OF
BAGGING THE GAME. HENCE, IN
ORDER TO PROTECT THE INTER-
ESTS OF HIS AGENT, AS AS
THE INTERESTS OF HIS POCKET,
THE SURGEON MUST OPERATE."
THIS LEADS TO
RECKLESS AND USELESS OPERAT-
ING."

Hits home, doesn't it? You don't want
any indiscriminate, reckless and
j operating" on your body, do you?
Xor do they in Colorado. Finding that
the operation for appendicitis was in
vogue among a bill &as
itable to remain "ethical" and split big
making it a penal offence to perform
the operation unnecessarily. If the sur-
geon fail to prove that there was cause
for cutting he is to be prosecuted for
malpractice.

But I can hear the profession crying
for proof, so, before going further we
wouhl better supply ifc For many
learned and refuse
to believe that the. secret splitting of
fees is any more "of a menace than the
quackery whirih has always clung to the
hem of the .profession's gown. They con-
sider it harmful, in fact, "unethical" to
talk abwit it. They climb upon an
ancient pedestal of dignity and shut
their eyes to what goes on all around
them. Thev want us to do that with
wMch 'they, as medical men, have no
niatience.
if 'In a bodily ailment they will

ear no !nair-wa- y measures. juz to
Jfc seat of trouble," is their stern de-

mand. Well, then, let's cut to the seat
of trouble in the medical profession.

Diagnosis: "The profession is in grave
danger from the secret splitting of fees,
the entire body is affected, and the pub-
lic is suffering severely. What are the
symptoms ?

'TAKE THE REPORT MADE
0 NTHE CASE BY A SPECIAL COM-
MITTEE OF THE ERIE COUNTY
(NEW YORK) MEDICAL SOCIETY.
AND IF THERE IS STILL ANYONE
WHO QUESTIONS THE PROPRIETY
OF GOING INTO THE REPORT, READ
THIS FROM THE REPORT ITSELF:

"IT IS TIME THE PEOPLE KNOW
OF THE PRACTICE AND BE GIVEN
AN OPPORTUNITY TO PENETRATE
SOME OF THE' MYSTERIES SUR-
ROUNDING THE SICK BED."

A BOLD TRAFFIC IN COMMISSIONS
WAS FOUND BY THE COMMITTEE
TO EXIST TO AN ALARMING DE-
GREE. BIDDING FOR BUSINESS
AMONG SURGEONS HAD BECOME SO
KEEN THAT PHYSICIANS WERE
ABLE TO STAND ONE OFF AGAINST
ANOTHER AND SECURE A GOOD
PERCENTAGE OF THE FEE. THE
AVERAGE RAN FROM 25 TO 50 PER-
CENT. IN SHORT, PATIENTS
WERE BEING AUCTIONED OFF TO
THE 'HIGHEST BIDDER.

Xor could the committee hold out any
hope of improved conditions. It found
"competition more acute, the scramble
for employment and a living more in-

tense, and the temptations to resort to
shrewd tactics more common and glar-
ing." It found "vicious, dangerous and
cheap mode3 of practice" in ommon

"XHEY soon
to a and
urge operations
operations are unnec-
essary. It becomes
very easy . t to say, 'If
you are not operated

.

on, you will die

vogue, and "much harm and humbug in
the practice."

One paragraph in the report is very
alarming. We have always had occa-So- n

to feel proud of, and secure in, our
hospitals. But can we feel that security
after reading this ?

"Some of the hospitals supported by
are simply hot-bed- s for

g and

T
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Pearson's Magazine, Colorado

country making "ethics" talking. family
another. the patient, certainly concerned considered
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The industry is tolerated and winked at
because the new method fills the private
rooms. The amount of revenue the can-
didate can supply has occasionally be-

come more essential thanfthe amount of
ability and character he can offer, when
appointments are considered by trustees
or dictated by the staf f.'

The chief city in Erie' county is Buf-
falo and the result of this report has
Ibeen that the leading' surgeons have
signed an agreement not to split fees.
Would they have signed such an agree-
ment if there had not 'been occasion
for it? ,

Diagnosis was also made in Denver
and the report onrthe case was shifty,
medically ethical and absolutel bad.

A well known specialist there made
the remark: " .'

"It's nobodv's"
business what Ifdo with

- r

SEJESaxe Split ;j be-

tween theyJ physifcian
who gets a case. land
the surgkoii- - "who (per-

forms ther operation
The 'ideaMs urfiver
sally condemned, but

nationally" prised
a fee, as long as I do not overcharge.
If I want to give half of it away, that
is my affair and it does not concern
the patient or anyone 'else." I

this Colorado iredicine retorted:
"But it does concern! somepne else. It

I
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Medicine.

concerns the patient, the public and, the
whole medical profession." And, in ex-

planation, added: "In every community
there are surgeons who are noted for
certain things. The general practitioner
is supposed to find out in the course of
time who these men are and his patients
have a right to expect that he will use
his knowledge to their benefit. BUT
HOW CAN A FINE. OR EVEN A
COARSE DISCRIMINATION BE EX-
ERCISED WITH 50 PERCENT OF THE
FEE OBSCURING THE VISION, AND
WITH NOTHING TO DO BUT REACH
OUT AND TAKE IT? THE DOCTOR'S
EMPLOYER, THE COMMISSION-PAYIN- G

SURGEON WILL INEVIT-
ABLY GET THE CASE."

AND THEN IT ADDED:
"IF THIS HAPPENED TO YOU, AND

YOU OR YOURS SUFFERED AND
DIED, WOULD YOU NOT FEEL LIKE
SHOTTING YOUR FAMILY PHYSI-
CIAN?"

THAT EDITORIAL MADE A STIR
IN DENVER. IT WAS PUBLISHED
LAST FEBRUARY AND WAS FOL-

LOWED BY A STATEMENT IN THE
DENVER TIMES THAT IT WAS PRE-
PARED, AS A NEWSPAPER TO TAKE
UP THE FIGHT AGAINST THE SE-

CRET SPLITTING OF FEES. IT EVEN '
WENT SO FAR AS TO ANNOUNCE
THAT IT WOULD PRINT THE NAMES
OF MEN WHO FOLLOWED THE
PRACTICE. IT CLAIMED TO HAVE i

MANY OFFENDERS ON THE LIST
ALREADY. THEN, INDEED, THERE j

WAS A STIR. j

REPORTERS WERE SENT OUT TO
TALK WITH LEADING MEDICAL
MEN AND THEY BROUGHT BACK A
SIGNIFICANT BUNCH OF INTER-
VIEWS. DR. AUBREY H. WILLIAMS
DECLARED THE PRACTICE TO BE
ALMOST UNIVERSAL AND DR. H. G.
WETHERELL, FORMERLY PRESI

sftKS9ates. "

at

DR. IRA W.
DR. AMELIA

mssto&MKiL rw
Don't this remind you of moths around: a candle. While thousands lay dead
"Cursed is he who- - putteth the intemperate cup to his neighbor's lips" Bible.
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DENT OF THE COLORADO STATE
MEDICAL SOCIETY, MADE THE EM-

PHATIC STATEMENT, "I BELIEVE
THE PUBLICATION OF NAMES OF
THE OFFENDING PHYSICIANS
WOULD CAUSE GREAT HARM, AS

IT WOULD HIT SOME OF THE BEST
KNOWN MEN IN THE CITY."

As far as I am able to find out. the
threatened list was never published.

Most significant of all the diagnoses
was that made by Dr. John P. Lord,
president of the Western Surgical Asso-

ciation. In an address before this body

last December he pointed out the growth
of the secret disease and minced no
words. "And it has been my observa-

tion," he added, "that rs are
bad (competitors in other ways. They
will resort to other equally devious or
questionable means of getting patients.
They are universally nnderbidders; they
lack --sincerity; they are dishonest; they
do not stop at" dividing with physicians.
Hotel clerks, hackmeB, news agents, bar-

keepers, ordinary clerks, traveling men,
medical students, priests and preachers
are represented, though few of the lat-

ter class stoop to th Tractice."

"Whole states," he went on, "are
TP.nm-te- d in the ffrasD of the system.
Kansas, Iowa,, Missouri and Texas, as
well as many other states, are affected
by it. From Kansas specialists report
splitting of fees is too mild a. term; the
surgeon must now accept what the gen-

eral practitioner is willing to give him."
In Kansas, evidently, it is the other

fellow's Ox which is gorefl. It e&ows

how fax cau Jfee .ear-
ned, t

The result of this speech-wa- s tht
for the first time in the 'history f the
Western Surgical wiick is a
very large and powerful organisation,
a real attempt was made to-ke- ep out
the s. It was dane of yAirse,

".

their feet, others rusih in and are destroyed.

ounce of vitality. Poor ignorant benighted creatures.
Where your loved ones' lives are sold Dy the family doctors to the highest bidder for needless they

All drugs are poisons, intemperate and
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in executeve session. It would &a.Y &ee&

"unehki" to make it Bofc A.
T. Mann, tfce secretary, later report
to the Journal of tfee Asaericast
association the tie execwiane cowi&Sf-h- ad

gone bo far w to xeftd out c e
Bocietv men w&o rwere noioriew fee
spMtters, and all applicants &bowt wfctwtf
fjhere was the sXgbteet ,qaeiofi.

But there ware some who d5A ao
think tie action, had been as draetia
as it might ihaTe beea. Ah iaierviem
printed a few days later hi the Cni
cago Dairy News indicates that one o&
them was Dr. G. Frank Dydato. HW

told of an experimeat made for tfee par-- t
pose of finding out tie extent ef th
practice. -

"'A COUNTRY DOCTOR. A TSJXXD'.
OF MIKE," HE SAID, "MADE A BALD;

CITk is time die peo I

pie' snow oi , inese
practices pid be given
m opp,ohtnitf to
penetrate some of the
mysteries surround-
ing the sick-be-I!

Irie'X OS" T Mdicai Socs$s?

PROPOSITION, FOX TXST PURPOSES,
TO DO A COMMISSION BUSINESS
AND-SEN- T OUT A NUMBER OF LET-
TERS. THE ANSWERS WERE
AMUSING. IT IS FAIR, HOWXTER,

(Continued on Next Page.)
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exhaust and kill, asd jever aa a
"
need he money. --Pearson's Xagaxlae.

Chief All Gradutes tf Dr. A
T.StiU'sAsericttSdMtl
of Osteopitkr, Kirks
Tilk, Missouri.
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"For the Dead Wagon Will Get You if You, Don't Watch Out."
Seven million five hundred thousand die annually from Poisonous Drug3 and Anti-Toxi- ns from diseased animals and Surgery. The poisoas exaust,,1rbe vkctStr so

they cannot throw off the disease. Medical doctors say they have left ns in such an exhausted condition. die in prime of life with ConsuBRptio, ee-lour- ta

Typhoid Fever, one-tent- h Cancers. Osteopathy only loses an average of one per thousand. Medical doctors 75 to 200 per 1000.
Remember 1200 cases Female Diseases, '8000 cases ou every kind of disease known have been handled at THE DR. A. T. STILL OSTEOPATHIC INFIRMARY,

with a loss of only eight. Never gave a drop of drugs, nor used a knife. They can free the nerves to that old liver of yours and make .it good as new. Tfea-'sam-

with that Appendix, Stomach, Eyes or Ears, Typhoid Fever or any other accute disease, fades like the morning dew. The --greatest specialist. Dr. Jones, who med. to
lose 75 to 200 per 1000 by "drugs, only lost one out of 1146 cases Typhoid Fever. Same with Pneumonia or any other acute disease. 2so wonder the world baa E8
after Osteopathy, and the Medical Doctors are deserting medicine and taking up Osteopathy.
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